DATA SHEET

Cloud Security Services

From the Ground Up,
We Secure You in the Cloud
Cloud services provide flexibility, fast provisioning and

With SecureWorks Incident Response practice, you get
rapid containment and eradication of threats inside the
AWS environment, minimizing the duration and impact of a
security breach in the cloud.

quicker go-to-market appeal. However, security and data
protection still need to be addressed when planning any
cloud deployment. If you are already taking advantage of

EVOLVE

cloud service providers, are you confident that you have the
right security measures in place?
Since third-party cloud environments represent a “shared
security responsibility model,” it varies widely how security
is split between the cloud service provider and the client,
depending on the cloud delivery model used. Threat actors
can take advantage of this security split.

Industryrecognized
expertise and
mature
consulting
processes to
deliver real
business value
to your
organization.

PREPARE

ENGAGE

SecureWorks offers the industry’s broadest portfolio
of security services designed to help IT security and IT
organizations take full advantage of a cloud service provider,
including Amazon Web Services (AWS). Learn what security
services are available to address all stages of your cloud
deployment – from initial evaluation and architecture, to
ongoing assessments and 24x7 monitoring.

Security Is Our Business
SecureWorks applies our elite intelligence on threat actor
tradecraft to every engagement. This intelligence provides
valuable context on the threat — its purpose, who may
be behind it and how to effectively eradicate it from your
environment.

RESPOND

What Stage Are You at in Your Cloud Deployment?
Planning

Transition

Deployment

Virtualized datacenters
while evaluating for due
diligence and beginning
to plan.

Testing proof of concept
on select low risk
applications.

Active projects to move
individual workstreams
to cloud, often for new
internally developed
applications. No formal
security architecture yet.

All-in

IaaS
Datacenter

On-Premise
Datacenter

Increased Probability of Shadow IT

Deploy Securely in the Cloud

Design for cloud as
primary or exclusive
datacenter.
Accompanied by a
thoughtout security
strategy.

Strategize and Architect Cloud Services

Depending on where you are in your cloud journey,

When planning a move to the cloud, it is

SecureWorks has security services to help protect your data

important to look at the architecture you

and applications. Highly trained consultants can provide

currently have and the impact the move will

guidance that ensures the integrity and compliance of your

have on your security posture both on-

cloud deployments with mandates and best practices.

premise and in the cloud.

If you are not using cloud service providers because of

SecureWorks Security Design and Architecture services

security concerns, expert consultants can work with you to:

can help to build a framework for devices and services

•

wherever they are located by creating a blueprint to ensure

Define a security strategy that encompasses both cloud
and on-premise assets

•

Conduct a risk assessment to determine the businesscritical data that needs protection as you move to the
cloud and identifies the items you will be responsible
for protecting

•

Design an architecture for your cloud deployment with
a blueprint to guide you

If you are planning to expand the use of cloud
service providers:
•
•
•

you protect key assets and identify the risk associated with
threats to your organization.
SecureWorks Governance, Risk and Compliance services
can assist in developing a cloud strategy for meeting
compliance with all assets including your cloud assets.
If you already have assets or applications in the cloud, are
you confident with the security of those services, networks
and architecture? An infrastructure assessment can pinpoint
security vulnerabilities.

Clarify which critical assets need to be protected and
prioritize the security measures you should take

Verify the protection levels of key security components

Review your security architecture to secure all aspects

with tactical and rapid reviews via SecureWorks Health

of your information security infrastructure

Check services. Use this as a starting point to understand

Test your systems for vulnerabilities to minimize risk

if devices are properly configured, and to determine if

from a cyber attack

a more thorough assessment is needed to validate your
security posture.

Scanning Services
Provided as on-demand services,
SecureWorks’ Vulnerability Management
and Web Application Scanning services
provide world-class vulnerability scanning
for your cloud-based architecture without the software
and maintenance requirements of most scanning products.
Leveraging Qualys technologies that are fully managed
by SecureWorks, our dedicated vulnerability management
team provides 24x7 monitoring and scanning of your
cloud infrastructure, eliminating your administration and
maintenance burdens so you can focus on protecting assets
and reducing business risk.

Test Your Cloud Security

network testing, validating configuration and patch
management, and identifying the steps you can take to
improve security in any environment
Advanced Penetration Tests — a more complete test that
continues beyond a penetration test to identify methods
that a hacker could use to gain full, persistent control of
your systems as a base for attacks deeper into your network
Remote Red Team — simulates real-world attacks against
an organization, challenging its defenses against electronic
and social exploits to identify gaps in security that are not
readily apparent from conducting standard technical tests
Web Application Testing — improve the security posture of
your applications in the cloud with a thorough consulting

Regulatory changes combined with an

assessment that examines application interfaces and

increase in cyber incidents require that

supporting infrastructure to identify known vulnerabilities,

organizations diligently assess their

risk and the consequences of exploitation

networks, applications and overarching
security programs. SecureWorks can

Web API Testing — experienced testers with a strong

help elevate your security profile, reducing risk and

knowledge of coding techniques and the packages used to

achieving compliance with applicable laws and industry

deliver applications and services will determine if there are

mandates. Testing can also help determine the threat and

API vulnerabilities and exposures

vulnerabilities exposed if a threat actor were to target your
organization.

Security Assessments of Your
Cloud Deployment

Technical testing services that can identify cloud

If you are using cloud service providers, it is

vulnerabilities include:

important to establish a strategic direction

Vulnerability Assessments — a consulting assessment that
validates configurations to get an accurate account of the
vulnerabilities in your cloud environment that pose a real
risk to your organization
Penetration Tests — to help meet compliance requirements
by going further than vulnerability assessments, providing

for gaining the benefits of the cloud while
minimizing risk and improving security.
SecureWorks can help you understand
the ramifications of cloud adoption on your Information
Security Program and Policies and integrate the necessary
cloud controls to maximize your security posture.

Security experts can assess your organization to determine

SecureWorks can help guarantee an effective assessment

how you can implement the most effective and appropriate

to identify if the services you have in the cloud are meeting

safeguards to protect electronic storage of restricted data

compliance guidelines, plus provide additional direction to

against hackers.

improve your cybersecurity.

Consultants with relevant certifications and deep

Highly experienced consultants stay abreast of changes

knowledge of various frameworks can review and

across various compliance frameworks including PCI, GLBA,

perform security controls assessments whether you

FISMA and HIPAA.

prefer to align with:

Respond to a Breach in the Cloud

•

ISO 27001

•

NIST

As clients integrate cloud computing into

•

Critical Security Controls Assessment (SANS Top 20)

their IT infrastructures, the SecureWorks

•

Cybersecurity Framework

Incident Response and Digital Forensics
Team is ready to support organizations with

Certified and experienced cybersecurity experts will ensure

planning prior to an incident, as well as

you are following best practices to protect against security

respond to urgent security breaches to eradicate threats.

and privacy risks, reduce data breaches and mitigate the

Our team is among the few that can support cyber incident

impacts when they occur.

response assessments and investigations for public, private

Meet Compliance in the Cloud
Most industries are subject to legal,

and hybrid cloud computing environments.

About SecureWorks

regulatory or compliance guidelines. When
adding the complexity of cloud service

SecureWorks provides an early warning system for evolving

security, you want a partner with deep

cyber threats, enabling organizations to prevent, detect,

understanding and knowledge of the various

rapidly respond to and predict cyber attacks. Combining

regulatory, legal and compliance requirements. We will help

unparalleled visibility into the global threat landscape

to create a more robust security and governance program

and powered by the Counter Threat Platform — our

for your organization based on the risks that are critical to

advanced data analytics and insights engine — SecureWorks

your organization.

minimizes risk and delivers actionable, intelligence-driven
security solutions for clients around the world.
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